
ONDAGO PRO INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING ADD-ON MODULES:

1. Emergency Measures and Alert Notification 2. Territory management

3. Trail management 4. Communication with users

1.  EMERGENCY MEASURES AND ALERT NOTIFICATION MODULES

These allow teams who have Ondago Pro to receive geolocalized requests for help, alerts or comments from team 
members or users (hunters, boaters, hikers etc.) via the Ondago mobile app.

Requests are received by any of the following:
 X Email;
 X App notifications;
 X SMS.

 Administrators can read messages, see photos and pinpoint where problems are, directly on the map.

Emergency button:
Our Emergency button on the Ondago mobile application allows people in distress to :

 X See access or evacuation trails that were previously hidden;
 X See procedures to follow in case of emergency (customized for the specific territory);
 X Send a distress signal (to the team with Ondago PRO)  which includes their GPS coordinates when there is an 
available network.

USING OUR MOBILE APPLICATION IN ISOLATED AREAS MEANS:

 X Reduced risk of getting lost in the forest with downloaded geolocalized maps. Users can locate where they  
 are with their cellphone even when there is no network available.

 X Better knowledge of the area, which can include: official trails, roads and sometimes access points in case  
 of emergency or evacuation.

ONDAGO PRO
A tool for territory management



2. TERRITORY MANAGEMENT MODULE

Team members who have Ondago PRO can share their information on downloaded geolocalized maps in the mobile app.

Team members can:
 X Add geolocalized locations /photos to the map (e.g. jobs to be done in the territory);
 X Fill in a form to gather information. This form can be customized with different fields and drop down lists.

3. TRAIL MANAGEMENT MODULE

Administrators can make real time changes to trail conditions on the interactive map, e.g. if trails are closed or open. 
This is not only possible for trails but also any other locations on the map such as availability of cottages. Messages 
shown when the map opens can also be changed in real time.

4. COMMUNICATION WITH USERS MODULE

Notifications can be sent to all users who have downloaded an Ondago map. For example, a message can be sent  
to inform all map users that a trail is closed for repair.

ABOUT ONDAGO MAPS

Ondago’s digital and interactive maps allow administrators to:
 X Bring their maps to life in a mobile application, making them available to smart phones and tablets;
 X Publish maps of any kind (topographic, artistic, road maps or others) and for all kinds of activities (quad bikes, 
snowmobiles, hiking, canoeing, hunting, forestry management etc.) whether they are to scale or not;
 X Ensure the safety of visitors, employees and volunteers, because Ondago’s downloaded geolocalized maps give 
users their location even when there is no network;
 X Have “private” maps (not available to the general public) or add elements to public maps that are only visible  
to a restricted group of individuals;
 X Give important information by publishing official trails, roads and access points in the event of an emergency  
or evacuation;
 X Take advantage of the visibility given by the largest directory of online maps in Quebec;
 X Provide more information than with paper maps- texts, photos, audio files, videos etc. are available by just clicking on 
elements on the map;
 X Obtain usage statistics;
 X Access innovative technology at little cost.

COST

STEP #1

First publish a map in our Ondago catalogue

STEP #2

Join Ondago PRO

 X Fee for setting up your maps in Ondago format. Price 
estimate provided on request. Allow an average  
of 7 hours per map at $50 /hour.

 X Annual fee: $799 per organization  
(for 3 administrators) $99 /year for each  
additional person.

 X Annual fee for publishing and hosting maps. 
$249 /year for the first map and $59 /year each 
additional map.

NOTE: As of September 2019, these modules are in the process of development. Contact us for up to date information and availability.


